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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the various approaches
by the Jetsons team for the “Pairwise Com-
parison” sub-task of the ERAI shared task to
compare financial opinions for profitability and
loss. Our BERT-Chinese model considers a
pair of opinions and predicts the one with a
higher maximum potential profit (MPP) with
62.07% accuracy. We analyze the performance
of our approaches on both the MPP and maxi-
mal loss (ML) problems and deeply dive into
why BERT-Chinese outperforms other models.

1 Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) has the poten-
tial to uncover meaningful insights from the vast
amounts of unstructured data and impact the fi-
nancial services industry. The use cases for finan-
cial NLP range from quantitative trading, portfolio
selection, and risk assessment to speech recogni-
tion and customer chatbots on various unstructured
sources, including transcripts of quarterly earnings
calls, research reports, company filings, and social
media chatter. People frequently express opinions
about financial products, services, investments, and
the stock market on social media. Such financial
opinions can be effectively mined to provide rec-
ommendations and influence user/enterprise per-
ception.

The Evaluating the Rationales of Amateur In-
vestors (ERAI) shared task (Chen et al., 2022) fo-
cuses on opinions that would lead to profitable out-
comes by using forecasting skills as a proxy. It is
formulated as follows: given two opinions about a
company extracted from Chinese social forums by
amateur investors, predict the opinion that would
lead to a higher profitable outcome or higher loss.
We approach this problem using several strategies
to represent and classify opinions, including: (1) us-
ing BERT-Chinese1 on the original Chinese posts,

*These authors contributed equally to this work
1https://huggingface.co/bert-base-chinese

(2) using RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and other
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) variants on the English
translated opinions, (3) using (2) in conjunction
with POS tag features and (4) an ensemble of some
of these approaches. Our approach using BERT-
Chinese topped the test leaderboard for the MPP
task.

We present the results of all these approaches
and analyze how these models perform for the MPP
task. We also examine what we may have lost in
translation between Chinese and English and why
the BERT-Chinese model outperforms the English-
language BERT models.

2 Related Work

2.1 NLP on User generated content

The world of NLP has started focusing on user-
generated content on the internet. There have been
several works (Yadav et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2010) targeted at blogs, online forums (Yates et al.,
2017), e-commerce platforms, and social media.
Most of these works are oriented towards mining
data from these sources, while of late, work tar-
geted towards evaluating the opinion quality has
garnered the community’s interest. In (Diaz and
Ng, 2018), authors present a survey in the context
of e-commerce platforms. Chen et al. (2019) pro-
pose numeral attachment highlighting the relation-
ship between cashtags and numerals in financial
content. Lin et al. (2019) use sentiment on social
media platforms to predict company sales while
Xu and Cohen (2018) adopt tweets to predict stock
movement. Basile et al. (2019) find that the style
information of restaurant reviews can provide infor-
mation about the authors. Zhang et al. (2019) show
that authorship styles can predict the trafficker. Our
current work follows the ideology of employing
user-generated content online. Specifically, we are
interested in comparing a pair of opinions presented
by amateur investors and identifying the profitable
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one among them.

2.2 Ranking Opinions

Feature-based approaches have been developed to
rank argumentative comments (Wei et al., 2016)
and product reviews (Eirinaki et al., 2012). In Ying
and Duboue (2019), authors annotate a pilot dataset
and classify rationales into four levels for educa-
tional purposes. In Chambers and Jurafsky (2008);
Chambers et al. (2007), authors demonstrate how
action words impact the narrative chain. In our
work, we apply a similar strategy to opinions by
grounding the model on action words in the opin-
ion.

2.3 NLP based on Machine Translation

Several works have documented the advantages of
employing a machine translation model to perform
NLP tasks in a target language. Back translation
has been a very useful part of several tasks such
as sentence simplification (Vo et al., 2022), style
transfer (Prabhumoye et al., 2018), semantic role
labeling (Wu et al., 2022), etc. However, transla-
tion has been shown to cause confounding errors
due to the errors in the translated content. In our
current work, we highlight this by comparing the
performance of models trained directly on Chinese
and the models trained on the translated English
version of the data. We identify two categories of
translation errors and highlight them in our analy-
sis.

3 Dataset and Methods

The training dataset contains 200 instances of opin-
ion pairs in Chinese, their English translations,
along with an MPP (maximum potential profit)
label and an ML (maximum loss) label (Chen
et al., 2021). In every instance, the pair of opin-
ion posts have associated MPPi and MLi values
where i ∈ {1, 2}, MPPi ∈ [0.0, 0.16) and MLi

∈ (−0.24, 0.0]. If opinion 1 leads to higher MPP
than opinion 2 i.e., MPP1 ≥ MPP2, the MPP label
is 1, otherwise 0. Similarly, if opinion 1 leads to
higher loss than opinion 2 i.e. ML1 ≤ ML2, the
ML label is 1, otherwise 0. Out of the 200, there are
only seven instances where the absolute difference
between ML values of opinion 1 and 2 is greater
than 0.1. Similarly, for MPP values, there are only
six instances where the absolute difference between
opinions 1 and 2 is greater than 0.1. The dataset
distribution of ML and MPP labels as shown in Ta-

Dataset Labels ML MPP
Training 1 105 109

0 95 91
Testing 1 63 44

0 24 43

Table 1: Distribution of labels

ble 1. The test dataset contains 87 pairs of Chinese
opinion posts and their English translations.

For the “Pairwise Comparison” subtask, given
pairs of opinions in Chinese and their English trans-
lations as input, we train two separate classification
models to predict the MPP label and ML label, re-
spectively. We describe some of our approaches in
the following subsections.

3.1 BERT-Chinese (BBC)

Since Chinese is the original language of the posts,
we consider using a language model to process
the information embedded in Chinese. We choose
the ‘bert-base-chinese’ model (BBC), a pre-trained
Chinese model based on the ‘bert-base-uncased’
model. We finetune a classification model based
on the pre-trained BBC model by adding a binary
classification layer on top of the pre-trained model.
We tokenize and append the opinion pairs separated
by a [SEP] token and feed it to our models as input.
The learning rate is set to 1e− 5, and the model is
trained for 20 epochs.

3.2 Using POS Tags and Named Entities

Given the small size of the training set, we con-
sider hand-crafted features to train our classifi-
cation models. We fine-tune ‘xlm-roberta-large’
(Conneau et al., 2019) on verbs (XRL-VERBS in
table 2) and named entities (XRL-ENTITIES in ta-
ble 2) extracted from the opinions using the ‘spacy’
python library 2. Instead of feeding the entire posts
as input to the models, we use space-separated
verbs or named entities. The tokenization, input
sequence, and final classification layer for both
models are generated as described in subsection
3.1. The learning rate is set to 8e − 6, and the
models are trained for ten epochs.

3.3 Ensemble

We also develop an ensemble model combining
the Chinese posts and the corresponding English
translations. We feed the Chinese posts into the

2https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features
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Model MPP-test ML-test
BBC 62.07 37.93
XRL-VERBS 49.43 36.78
XRL-ENTITIES 53.49 59.30
ENSEMBLE 47.13 41.38

Table 2: Results of the experiments on the test set.

BBC model and the English posts into the ‘xlm-
roberta-large’ model, respectively. We concatenate
the final hidden states from the two models and
add a linear layer on the combined hidden states to
generate the binary classification results. Consider-
ing the complexity of the model, a dropout layer is
added with a dropout ratio set to 0.3, and weighted
cross-entropy loss is used as the loss function. The
learning rate is set to 1e − 5, and the model is
trained for 15 epochs.

4 Experimental Results

All models are trained using 10-fold cross-
validation on the training set. The model corre-
sponding to the best fold accuracy is used to obtain
predictions on the test set. Table 2 shows the ac-
curacy scores on the test set. The table shows that
the BBC model performs the best on the test set
for the MPP task with an accuracy of 62.07%. The
XRL-ENTITIES model performs the best for the
ML task with an accuracy of 59.30%.

5 Analysis

This section focuses on analyzing the impact of
using the original Chinese posts for classification.
The analysis is carried out in two ways - under-
standing the translation errors and probing the BBC
model. All analysis presented in this section is for
the MPP classification task.

5.1 Translation Errors
Out of the 87 test instances, the BBC model in-
correctly classifies 33 instances. We further filter
these instances using three steps. First, train an
equivalent English model, Me, for the MPP classi-
fication task. Second, Let Se be the set of instances
where the model Me makes an incorrect classifi-
cation. Lastly, filter Se to obtain Se−c by keeping
instances that BBC correctly classified.

The BBC model is the ‘bert-base-uncased’
model further pre-trained on the Chinese Wikipedia
data. Therefore, for Me we use the ‘bert-base-
uncased’ model and obtain Se−c containing 17 in-

stances. One annotator fluent in both languages
manually analyzed the English translations of these
17 posts. The observed errors are divided into two
categories:

1. Literal translation of idioms - In some cases,
the Chinese text span that represents an id-
iom is translated literally and not contextually.
For example, ‘盤中給賣掉，現在給我漲
起∼∼氣死人’ in the provided dataset is trans-
lated to ‘Sold it on the plate, and now give me
up ∼∼ Furious people’ where the span ‘盤中
給賣掉’ literally translates to ‘Sold it on the
plate’. However, contextually, the span means
‘sold it in the middle of the day’.

2. Missing words/insertion of new words - In
some cases, the translation of a span of Chi-
nese text does not match the actual meaning
or inserts new words. For example, in the pro-
vided dataset, ‘發哥每天的利多還是比利空
多但股價磨人阿 三不五時還會破底支撐
都不是支撐能抱的住真的很厲害’ is trans-
lated to ‘Big Brother’s daily Lido is still Billy,
But the stock price is grinding It will break
the bottom of three or five o’clock Support
is not support It’s really amazing to hold it.’
However, the span ‘每天的利多還是比利空
多’ actually translates to ‘is more bullish than
bearish every day.’

5.2 BBC Model Probing

The BBC model has been pre-trained first on En-
glish text, followed by Chinese text. Since the
model has been trained in both languages, we eval-
uate the model using posts in different training and
test languages. In addition to using the original
English-translated posts, we also generate training
and test datasets using Google Translate3 to eval-
uate the effect of using another translation system.
Table 3 shows the results of these experiments. The
table reports the average test set accuracy across
the ten folds and the best test set accuracy.

The results show that using Chinese as the train-
ing language and English as the testing language
results in the highest accuracy and average accu-
racy. Additionally, we see an increase in the test set
accuracy when the English posts generated using
Google Translate are used, showing the impact of
the translation errors. These observations lead to
two questions - (1) if the BBC model vocabulary

3https://translate.google.com/
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Train Test Avg. Best
language language accuracy accuracy
zh zh 59.8 64
zh en-old 63.9 66
zh en-cor 66.3 67
en-cor en-cor 62.3 66
en-cor zh 47.6 52
zh es 63.7 64

Table 3: Results of experiments using different lan-
guages for train and test set with the BBC model on the
MPP label classification task. zh - Chinese, en - English,
en-old - the original English posts, en-cor - the corrected
English posts, es - Spanish.

is in Chinese, what information is the model ex-
tracting from English tokens to classify the posts
correctly? and (2) what happens when a third lan-
guage is used for the test set?

To answer the first question, we use the
transformers-interpret4 package to visualize the
token level attentions to understand which tokens
helped the model in correctly classifying the posts.
For this experiment, we use two models - the
BBC model trained on Chinese posts but tested
on the corrected English posts (BBCCE), and a
BBC model trained on Chinese posts and tested on
the Chinese posts (BBCCC). We look at two exam-
ples: both models make a correct prediction, and
only BBCCE makes a correct prediction. Figures 1
and 2 show two examples, first, where the model
makes a correct prediction for both languages, and
second, where the model predicts correctly only
for the English language. The attention weights
(in green) in Figure 1 show that the models mostly
attend to the same tokens when making the predic-
tion. However, this is not the case for the second
example in Figure 2, where the model attends to
different tokens when given the Chinese posts as in-
put. The attention scores also show that the model
significantly attends to UNK tokens. We intend to
investigate this observation as part of our future
work.

In the final set of analyses, we experiment by us-
ing Spanish for the test set to evaluate if the model
can transfer the learning to another language owing
to its impressive performance when using English
for testing. Table 3 shows that using Spanish results
in the best test set accuracy of 64%. Empirically,
this seems to match the accuracy obtained when

4https://github.com/cdpierse/transformers-interpret

Figure 1: Test example showing the BBC model with
token attentions for English and Chinese language with
correct predictions for both languages

Figure 2: Test example showing the BBC model with
token attentions for English and Chinese language with
correct predictions for English

using Chinese for the test set. However, when an-
alyzed, we observe that the model predicts class
label 1 for all test samples resulting in high accu-
racy. This experiment yields two key observations
- (1) the BBC model exhibits impressive perfor-
mance on the English test set as it is pre-trained on
the language, and (2) the accuracy metric cannot
be used to evaluate models for this task owing to
its class imbalance. Another metric, like Macro F1,
can alleviate the class imbalance and help in better
model comparison.

6 Conclusion

This paper discusses the models submitted for the
ERAI Pairwise Comparison subtask organized at
FinNLP 2022. Of the submitted models, the BERT-
Chinese model trained on the Chinese posts ranks
first on the MPP label leaderboard. We investi-
gate why using Chinese posts over translated En-
glish posts results in higher accuracy and attribute
the behavior to errors in translation. Additionally,
we probe the BERT-Chinese model using differ-
ent training and testing language combinations to
evaluate the impact of two language pre-training.
We show that the model did better when trained on
Chinese posts and tested on English translations.
Lastly, we show that the accuracy metric is not
suited for the task owing to its inability to handle
class imbalance.
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A Appendix

Table 4 shows the 10 fold cross validation accuracy
scores for our best models in the MPP and ML
subtask. The high variance in the scores is due to
the dataset’s small size.
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k MPP-test ML-test
0 45 60
1 80 60
2 55 55
3 80 60
4 65 80
5 35 60
6 50 50
7 50 60
8 55 65
9 60 20

Table 4: Ten-fold cross validation accuracy scores of
the BBC model for the MPP task and the XRL-ENTITIES
model for ML task.
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